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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Millions of people have contributed to the Kickstarter platform, supporting the powerful premise behind 
crowdfunding – the idea that we are enough. This passionate crowd is a tremendous asset for Kickstarter. Yet 
there is always an uncountable number of unrealized good ideas. Human creativity is an unlimited resource. 
Fortunately, Kickstarter has a lot of room to grow its already enthusiastic community, both in number of 
participants and depth of participation, to support its mission of bringing more creativity to life.

Kickstarter strives to engage more people with campaigns, whether they are funding, creating, or sharing them. 
Kickstarter seeks to help people find campaigns they care about, support campaign creators with relevant tools 
and resources, and strengthen community members’ ties with each other and creative ideas that excite them.

Underdog believes in the power of people as well. We’ve uncovered opportunities for Kickstarter centered 
around transforming new or one-time backers into repeat backers with existing social connections and 
enthusiastic members within the Kickstarter community, leveraging the power of numbers to support campaign 
creators, and filling in the gap between backers and creators with more chances for Kickstarter community 
member to engage with the creative process.

Underdog Studio is the right partner for the job. Like you, we thrive on enabling more people to make. We’ve 
brought our expertise in building platforms for user-generated content to clients like The Feast and UNICEF. As 
individual members of the Kickstarter community, we’ve collectively benefitted from over $35,000 of funding 
towards our own creative projects. We bring unique user insights to this project along with a passion for 
Kickstarter’s mission.
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BACKGROUND 
& QUALIFICATIONS
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INTRODUCTION Our Story

Allow us to introduce ourselves.

John, Rae and Shelly started Underdog Studio in 2007 to build experiences that bring out the maker in 
everyone. We call our craft the art of meta-design. Located in Chelsea, Manhattan, our small team of designers 
and strategists specializes in creating services, online and offline experiences, and toolkits that help users 
become designers. Our client roster is filled with organizations that share our vision of empowerment through 
creativity, such as the San Francisco Exploratorium, UNICEF’s Innovation Unit, and the annual Feast social 
innovation conference. 

Why us?

Kickstarter seeks strategic solutions that help people bring their ideas to life. Building new ways to get people 
excited about making things with each other is precisely what gets our team up in the morning too. We’re no 
strangers to crowdfunding, having run 3 successful campaigns ourselves. We look forward to bringing more 
makers and patrons into the Kickstarter community with our design recommendations, which will lead to more 
successful campaigns like ours in the future. 

We have years of experience dreaming up, building, and testing engaging platforms for user-generated content. 
Drawing on diverse backgrounds in architecture, product design, interaction design, character design, and visual 
design, our Experience Design team knows how to set the stage for people to play with and fall in love with your 
product.  
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We’ve built our practice around understanding people – their needs, motivations, and behaviors. Shelly, our Lead 
Strategist, got her start teaching design thinking bootcamps at Stanford’s d.school, and spread her knowledge 
of the user-centered design process to our team.  In addition to design research expertise, our strategy team 
members have quantitative analysis skills for making sense of massive, complex datasets.

Because we’re systems thinkers, we understand how small actions become collective ones, and how individual 
users cohere into empowering communities. We clarify the big picture for you by identifying business 
opportunities from patterns in your users’ behavior, and the untapped connections in the customer networks that 
have grown around your product.
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CITY HEALTH WORKS

City Health Works provides diabetes management education and healthy behavior coaching to diabetic and pre-
diabetic residents of East Harlem, through peer coaches who are already East Harlem community members.

We made strategic recommendations for the CHW educational system. We lowered the barriers of entry by 
structuring the original 16 week program into shorter, independent 4 week modules with more appealing 
content. The course materials for new modules were co-created and tested with program participants and peer 
coaches. This helped the recruitment of new members, which soon lead to the growth of the organization.
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27 September  2013 Proprietary and Confidential 81 4B 

Make it easy to start 

16 wk DPP program 

Start  Finish 

Start  Start  Start  Start  Start  

Start  

4 wk Fitness Modules 

4 wk Shopping + 
Cooking Modules 

4 wk Pre-diabetes + 
diabetes Modules 

Start  Start  Start  Start  Start  

Start  Start  Start  Start  Start  

Me Modules 

Start  Start  Start  Start  Start  

Shorter modules provide multiple entry points that work with, instead of 
against, people’s fluctuating motivation levels and busy lives. 

3  C E L E B R A T I N G  L I F E  

27 September  2013 Proprietary and Confidential 58 4B 

“Kids start and end the season with an 
athletic and reading assessment. Each 
baseball practice starts out with a hour 
of reading. The kids don’t think that it’s 
weird at all. It’s just baseball practice 
and they’re excited about it.” 

- Johnny                                                        
Harlem RBI Director 

1  U N D E R S T A N D I N G  E A S T  H A R L E M  

27 September  2013 Proprietary and Confidential 64 4B 

Understand reality-based 
behavior change 

2 
27 September  2013 Proprietary and Confidential 111 4B 

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S  A N D  N E X T  S T E P S :  T I M E L I N E  T O  R E A C H  5 0 0  M E M B E R S  

500 members in 1.5 years 

Cooking 

Fitness 

Diabetes 

Me  

Food science 

30 

4 8 12 16 

60 90 120 

Weeks 

150 

20 24 28 32 

180 210 240 270 

36 40 44 48 

300 330 360 390 

52 56 60 64 

420 450 480 

68 

520 Total members 
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DREAMSEEDO. Tagline here. LOGIN / SIGNUPMY PATHSEXPLOREQUIZ

YOU CHOSE ART, VIDEO GAMES AND TECHNOLOGY.
Here are some career paths you may be interested in.

VIDEO GAME DESIGN
Gerum quit. Onsum. Orus vis, ute, nonsulario movivit, unce intiam ipionicere publum se ca vis 
abus dit; ne et am sertest atilneq uodit.

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

JANICE K.

GAME DESIGNER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  
MAURICE L.

HEAD WRITER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  
DOROTHY G.

PROGRAMMER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

JORDAN H.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

WEB + MOBILE DESIGN
Gerum quit. Onsum. Orus vis, ute, nonsulario movivit, unce intiam ipionicere publum se ca vis 
abus dit; ne et am sertest atilneq uodit.

COMPUTER ANIMATION
Gerum quit. Onsum. Orus vis, ute, nonsulario movivit, unce intiam ipionicere publum se ca vis 
abus dit; ne et am sertest atilneq uodit.

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

GEORGE H.

WEB DESIGNER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

LETICIA K.

COMPUTER ENGINEER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

ADAM R.

UI/UX DESIGNER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

JORDAN H.

PROGRAMMER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

JOSEPH J.

CHARACTER DESIGNER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

LESLIE C.

CHARACTER DESIGNER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

DAVID B.

PROGRAMMER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

KATIE M.

DIRECTOR

DREAMSEEDO. Tagline here. LOGIN / SIGNUPMY PATHSEXPLOREQUIZ

ORFind your path. Be a mentor.

ASHTON
Mechanical engineering major. Model. Actor. Venture capitalist. Product engineer.

DREAMSEEDO. Tagline here. LOGIN / SIGNUPMY PATHSEXPLOREQUIZ

YOUR SAVED PATHS
Gerum quit. Onsum. Orus vis, ute, nonsulario movivit, unce intiam ipionicere publum se ca vis 
abus dit; ne et am sertest atilneq uodit.

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

JANICE K.

GAME DESIGNER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

LAURA J.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

JAMES H.

PROGRAMMER

This is a quote about what I  
do for a living.  

MISSY L.

UI/UX DESIGNER

GAME DESIGNER,
Electronic Arts

BS COMPUTER SCIENCE,
UC Berkeley

TOP SKILLS

JANICE’S PATH

TOP SKILLS

LAURA’S PATH

TOP SKILLS

JAMES’S PATH

TOP SKILLS

MISSY’S PATH

GRAPHIC DESIGNER,
Out of this World

BA Fine Art
NYU

PROGRAMMER,
Yelp

BS DIGITAL MEDIA
UPenn

UI/UX DESIGNER,
Freelance

BS English
Harvard

US ARMY

MA Philosophy
Harvard
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DREAM SEE DO

Dream See Do is an online platform for career exploration geared towards an audience of middle and high school 
students. Teens often lack the resources they need to connect their skills and interests to real world opportunities. 
Dream See Do’s mission is to enable young people to explore their potential life and career paths through real 
world examples. Students create an individulized profile by entering in areas of interest. This profile generates 
information about different people with similar profiles, their current career positions, and the diverse paths they 
have taken to get there. 

Dream See Do began as a weekend project for The Feast, the social good conference committed to fostering a 
community of social innovators. After winning in the education category at the 2013 Feast hackathon, Dream See 
Do became a real life project. With the support of the Feast, the project has attracted the attention of numerous 
philanthropists and investors and is currently in beta testing.
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SAVE OUR STOPS, PITTSBURGH

In 2012, a third of Pittsburgh’s public bus routes were on the chopping block. With the support of Occupy 
Pittsburgh, Underdog developed a short web and print campaign, Save Our Stops, Pittsburgh to educate bus 
riders about the cuts, and empower them to speak out.  Underdog created flyers for high-traffic bus shelters 
around the city, comprised of large signs alerting riders to the cuts, and small stickers inviting riders to share why 
they personally needed that stop. We then built a web campaign for riders to create and share digital versions of 
the stickers. 

We collected a cacophony of funny, urgent, and emotional responses, and directed traffic to a 5,000+ signature 
online petition. In total, over 200 people wrote in their bus stories, via printed and digital stickers.
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THE TEAM  Meet Your Unicorns

SHELLY NI,  
Lead Strategist
Shelly has years of experience conducting 
design research and usability testing for 
start-up teams and academic institutions. 
Since completing her Product Design 
degree at Stanford, she’s helped launch 
several products, most notably Alfred, 
acquired by Google after launch. 

JOHN KIM,  
Experience Design Lead
John has experience working in numerous 
design fields including experience design, 
interactive media, product design and 
character design. With the experience 
gained from his diverse background, he 
creates unique design solutions based on 
his belief that design is first and foremost 
about people.

RAE MILNE,  
Project Lead
Rae has has both management and 
design experience in interaction design, 
architecture and interior design. She’s an 
engineer turned creative who has worn 
many hats over the years, from designer 
and entrepreneur to her current role at 
Underdog.
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TONY H S CHU,
Interaction Designer
Tony is a tech-savvy designer and creative 
technologist driven by generosity and 
curiosity. Before joining us at Underdog, 
Tony earned his MFA in Interaction Design 
at the School of Visual Arts. In his spare 
time, Tony teaches teens about finance, 
hosts code workshops for colleagues, and 
runs three non-profits’ websites.

CHRISTINE AARON,
 Visual Designer
Christine graduated from the School of 
Visual Arts with a BFA in Graphic Design 
before starting her career as a freelance 
designer in Brooklyn. She joined Underdog 
in 2010. In addition to her stunning visual 
graphics for web design, Christine is also a 
talented illustrator.

EINHORN,
Studio Dog
Einhorn is the truest unicorn of the bunch. 
He makes sure we all get our exercise.
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REFERENCES

Jerri Chou
The Feast Innovation Conference
Founder
jerri@feastongood.com
617 470 9478

Donya A. Williams
City Health Works
Director of Operations
dwilliams@cityhealthworks.com
212 731 7527

Rachel Abrams
Turnstone Consulting LLC
Creative Director
sva@turnstoneconsulting.com
917 209 7974
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POINT OF CONTACT

Rae Milne
Underdog Studio
Project Lead
rae@underdog.com
707 853 2715
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APPROACH
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PROCESS

SEEK
We kick off every project with user and stakeholder interviews. 
Our in-depth user research uncovers people’s motivations, values, 
and behaviors before, during, and after using your product, from 
which we discover opportunities for strategic intervention. We 
round out the Seek phase with strategic analysis of your service’s 
touchpoints, problem space and competitors.

SYNTHESIZE
We narrow down our research findings to actionable insights, 
relevant personas, and promising design directions. We prioritize 
these opportunities and share them with you, and work with you 
to define goals and arrive at metrics for evaluating our future 
concepts.

WOOF!
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PROCESS

SPRINT
Armed with a mutual understanding of the problem space, user 
needs, and project goals, we launch into a broad exploration of 
initial concepts. We quickly iterate on our ideas, with feedback 
from your team and learnings from testing paper and click-
through prototypes with people that match your user profiles.  
We start wide, learn fast, and end this phase with a refined set  
of concepts.

SHARE
Next, we add polish and resolution to iterated concepts from the 
previous phase. We continue to evaluate concepts with usability 
tests, to ensure that our deliverables work as or better than 
planned when built. Our relationship doesn’t end when we share 
deliverables and documentation with you. We stand by our work 
and help your implementation team connect the dots smoothly.
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UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROBLEM

“How might Kickstarter enable the creation of more art for more people, by more people?”

Kickstarter strives to engage more people with campaigns, whether they are funding, creating, or sharing them. 
Kickstarter seeks to help people find campaigns they care about, support campaign creators with relevant tools 
and resources, and strengthen community members’ ties with each other and creative ideas that excite them.

1. DISCOVERY EXPERIENCE.
“How can Kickstarter help visitors find and fund projects they care about?”

Kickstarter aims to improve its discovery experience for users, taking into account different backers with 
varying levels of crowdfunding experience. The discovery experience is an opportunity for users to learn about 
the Kickstarter platform, become inspired, and find projects that they care about and would like to support. 
Kickstarter’s primary audience is potential backers but they would also like to find ways to improve the discovery 
experience for engaged and advanced backers as well. From an innovation adoption standpoint, Kickstarter users 
are typically innovators and early adopters. We see an opportunity to draw in audience members from the early 
majority using social incentives to increase their trust in a new platform.
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INNOVATORS EARLY ADOPTERS EARLY MAJORITY LATE MAJORITY LAGGARDS

OPPORTUNITY

INNOVATION ADOPTION CURVE
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SHIPPED ON TIME

SHIPPED SLIGHTLY LATE

SHIPPED VERY LATE

DID NOT SHIP  
BY END OF YEAR

TOP 50 KICKSTARTER PROJECTS (NOV 2012)
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2. PAID CREATOR TOOLS. 
“What are Kickstarter campaign creators’ largest paint points? 

Kickstarter has streamlined the process of funding a creative project. It’s great at mobilizing a community 
of people around an idea. Now Kickstarter has the opportunity to support what happens next. In addition to 
fulfilling its purpose as a funding platform, Kickstarter is also a marketing platform.

To relieve creators’ pain points post-campaign, we see a great need for Kickstarter as a production platform. After 
a Kickstarter campaign is over, creators often feel overwhelmed. The process of actually producing a product 
and/or sending donors their rewards is far more complicated than expected. Because many users are new to 
the creation process, they have difficulty refining their prototypes, sourcing materials and manufacturers, and 
ultimately shipping rewards. Difficulties are magnified when projects reach levels of success beyond the creator’s 
expectations. When a project scales, a myriad of problems emerge that can’t be anticipated when producing 
small scale prototypes. This is a lose-lose situation for everyone, with creators unable to move forward and 
backers disappointed by delivery delays. 
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3. CULTURALLY-SUSTAINABLE GROWTH.
“How might we give Kickstarter community members more opportunities to be part of the creative process?”

As currently defined, the Kickstarter community is made up of creators and backers. In keeping with Kickstarter’s 
public mission statement, “Bring creativity to life,” we view everyone in the Kickstarter community as makers, 
poised to act at different points during the creative process. Everyone on Kickstarter contributes to the creation of 
more art, from passing fans who compose a simple tweet, to passionate artists who run month-long campaigns.

Our experience with community building tells us that what people put into a community is just as important 
to feelings of engagement, as what people get out of a community. To understand what Kickstarter community 
members are putting into the creative process, we mapped out current points of interaction before, during, and 
after a campaign. Here, we discovered a big gap – in other words, a big opportunity – to create more interactions 
that give creative Kickstarter community members a voice.
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HIGH 
EFFORT

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CONTINUED ENGAGEMENT

LOW 
EFFORT

Fund Project 
($)

Create  
Project

Create More 
Projects

Like on 
Facebook

Tweet about 
Project

Continue 
Project

Interact with 
Creator

USER ENGAGEMENT LEVELS
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SOLUTION
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SHARING IS CARING 
Help visitors find and fund projects they care about 

By focusing on social incentives and people’s natural curiosity about themselves and others, Kickstarter can build 
a stickier and more personalized discovery experience.

Develop profiles based on a user’s interests in order to create a more personalized Kickstarter experience. 
Create searches that allow users to “Pick creators like me” or “Pick creators who are my complete opposite.” 
Allow users to rate projects in order to build their user profile or have them choose categories of interest during 
onboarding. They could then receive news or curated suggestions based on those categories.

Expand the Kickstarter network of friends in order to increase project exposure. Make it easier to find and 
follow friends and allow users to search for specific members (both creators and backers). Existing users could 
also bring in new users through a Refer-a-Friend program where existing Kickstarter users encourage their 
friends to sign up and both are rewarded with incentives when new friends back their first project. 

Increase engagement by helping backers see themselves as patrons rather than consumers. Instead of 
Featured Projects, think Featured Users. When the focus is on the people behind the projects, backers are not just 
buying a cool gadget, they are acting as patrons to worthy individuals. Kickstarter could also celebrate backers 
who fund projects early on and/or back numerous projects. Reward them either tangibly, with Kickstarter dollars 
to spend on their next campaign, or intangibly, with badges or user status upgrades. Kickstarter Super Backers 
could be given special invitations to curate their own collections of their favorite projects.
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KICKSTARTER BOOST 
Supporting production, creators’ largest pain point

Kickstarter has an opportunity to be seen not only as a successful crowdfunding platform, but as a supportive 
community and resource for creators both during and after a project’s campaign. Our solution uses the 
purchasing power of the greater Kickstarter community to support individual users’ pre and post-campaign 
production work. 

Once a campaign is complete, Kickstarter could offer resources for creators to discover and engage local material 
suppliers, manufacturers, and shipping companies. Forming partnerships with these kinds of service providers 
would allow small-scale projects to benefit from large-scale rates. With a premium month-to-month or annual 
paid subscription, creators could receive a competitive Kickstarter-negotiated price for these services regardless 
of the size of their project. The service would also be available to aspiring creators who could use the service for 
prototyping and testing prior to creating a campaign.
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MIND THE GAP

Kickstarter has a vibrant community of creatives, technologists, and advocates. In addition to their enthusiasm 
for crowdfunding, they also enjoy sharing their opinions and advice, and trying out new ideas, though they have 
limited tools to do so using the current site. Let’s build Kickstarter’s community by providing more ways for 
members to engage with the creative process on Kickstarter. Providing tools to empower community members to 
share opinions and advice outside the silos of project pages or private messages, and to try their own campaign 
by lowering perceived high stakes can enrich the creative process on Kickstarter, and in turn, enrich community 
members’ interactions with each other.

Reverse Kickstarter. Give people the opportunity to suggest potential ideas and have the community vote to 
bring those ideas to life. The privilege of suggesting or voting on ideas could depend on a user’s activity on the 
site, such as how many projects they’ve backed.

Micro Projects. Encourage backers to become campaign creators by lowering perceived barriers to starting 
a campaign. Highlight fast and furious one-day campaigns that bring smaller scale projects to life, potentially 
increasing the frequency with which Kickstarter community members return to the site, and encouraging 

Kickstarter Conversations. Create a forum for giving and receiving advice, and sharing opinions, prior to a 
campaign or during the project implementation stage.
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IMPLEMENTATION
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SAMPLE DELIVERABLES

The following are examples of deliverables from past projects. Upon request, we can present and discuss these 
projects in more detail. Complete documentation is not included in this proposal for confidentiality reasons.

 

6 7

Collective
Story

Toolkit

What You’ll Need

Collective Story interventions are made with simple 
materials you can find around your home or office. We like to tape 
up large sheets of paper torn from rolls of butcher paper along 
with markers hung up with string. You could also use spray paint, 
sidewalk chalk, or washable window markers. Our stencils help 
draw large numbers of boxes or chat boxes with whatever material 
you decide to use.

Download the Collective Story Toolkit or buy online:  
collectivestorynyc.com

Suggested Kit of Parts:

Paper

Manual

Stencils

Markers

Tape

String

Collective
Story
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RIGHT: Concept 
Sketches, 
DreamSeeDo

FAR LEFT AND LEFT: 
Community  
Engagement Platform, 
Collective Story
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Alex Todaro, Beth Wernet, Rachelle Milne and Willa Tracosas | Design in Public Spaces with Jill Nussbaum | Concept for MSKCC | 27 February 13

passive engagement low engagement medium engagement high engagement

TIME LAPSE BIRD’S EYE WALL

VIZ WALL

TREATMENT ROOM PHOTOWALL

AUGMENTED REALITY WALL

INDOORS OUTDOORS

DISCOVERY / EXPLORATION APP

COMMUNITY GARDENING

CARETAKER LIGHT SYSTEM

GREENHOUSE LEARNING CENTER

ABOVE: Engagement 
Diagram, MSKCC

RIGHT: Flow  
Diagram, Alfred
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ABOVE LEFT AND LEFT:
UI Web Mockup, 
UNICEF

STATUS

COUNTRY

SCALE

SECTOR

OPERATORS

PARTNERS

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

COUNTRY ACTIVE////PROJECT NAME

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ON HOLD////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY DECOMMISSIONED////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY DECOMMISSIONED////

OPTION D: Fully-Custom Web Interface (Alternative: Excel)

DESCRIPTION
Design and develop a fully-custom 

web interface

TIME TO IMPLEMENT
2-3 Months

EFFORT TO IMPLEMENT
• Data analysis (end goal?)

• Light web scripting and coding

• Front-end development

• Back-end development 

PROS
• Fully-customized

• Emphasis on project filtering

• View and compare multiple  

 projects

CONS
• Long timeline to implement 

ONGOING TASKS
• Data maintenance

• Code maintenance

STATUS

COUNTRY

SCALE

SECTOR

OPERATORS

PARTNERS

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

ISSUE
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Vivamus vel tellus non risus fringilla consequat quis id dolor. 
In sed massa sit amet tortor venenatis varius at a est. Proin eleifend nec augue ut consequat. Sed porttitor mauris 
vitae purus consequat, quis pellentesque tortor vehicula. Quisque varius aliquet velit, vel tristique felis adipiscing eu. 
Ut quis dolor in diam laoreet vestibulum nec sit amet nulla. Nam sagittis nulla quis tortor tristique blandit. Nam 
accumsan facilisis dignissim. Phasellus vehicula ipsum eget urna volutpat hendrerit. Morbi auctor, lorem sed gravida 
rhoncus, quam neque auctor elit, vehicula dapibus nulla metus luctus enim.

SOLUTION
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Vivamus vel tellus non risus fringilla consequat quis id dolor. 
In sed massa sit amet tortor venenatis varius at a est. Proin eleifend nec augue ut consequat. Sed porttitor mauris 
vitae purus consequat, quis pellentesque tortor vehicula. Quisque varius aliquet velit, vel tristique felis adipiscing eu. 
Ut quis dolor in diam laoreet vestibulum nec sit amet nulla. Nam sagittis nulla quis tortor tristique blandit. Nam 
accumsan facilisis dignissim. Phasellus vehicula ipsum eget urna volutpat hendrerit. Morbi auctor, lorem sed gravida 
rhoncus, quam neque auctor elit, vehicula dapibus nulla metus luctus enim

RESULTS
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Vivamus vel tellus non risus fringilla consequat quis id dolor. 
In sed massa sit amet tortor venenatis varius at a est. Proin eleifend nec augue ut consequat. Sed porttitor mauris 
vitae purus consequat, quis pellentesque tortor vehicula. Quisque varius aliquet velit, vel tristique felis adipiscing eu. 
Ut quis dolor in diam laoreet vestibulum nec sit amet nulla. Nam sagittis nulla quis tortor tristique blandit. Nam 
accumsan facilisis dignissim. Phasellus vehicula ipsum eget urna volutpat hendrerit. Morbi auctor, lorem sed gravida 
rhoncus, quam neque auctor elit, vehicula dapibus nulla metus luctus enim

SCALE: National

PARTNERS

1. PARTNER ONE

2. PARTNER TWO

3. PARTNER THREE

OPERATORS

1. OPERATOR ONE

2. OPERATOR TWO

3. OPERATOR THREE

CONTACTS

1. jdoe@unicef.org

2. jmonroe@unicef.org

3. bjackson@unicef.org

ISSUE
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Vivamus vel tellus non risus fringilla consequat quis id dolor. 
In sed massa sit amet tortor venenatis varius at a est. Proin eleifend nec augue ut consequat. Sed porttitor mauris 
vitae purus consequat, quis pellentesque tortor vehicula. Quisque varius aliquet velit, vel tristique felis adipiscing eu. 
Ut quis dolor in diam laoreet vestibulum nec sit amet nulla. Nam sagittis nulla quis tortor tristique blandit. Nam 
accumsan facilisis dignissim. Phasellus vehicula ipsum eget urna volutpat hendrerit. Morbi auctor, lorem sed gravida 
rhoncus, quam neque auctor elit, vehicula dapibus nulla metus luctus enim.

SOLUTION
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Vivamus vel tellus non risus fringilla consequat quis id dolor. 
In sed massa sit amet tortor venenatis varius at a est. Proin eleifend nec augue ut consequat. Sed porttitor mauris 
vitae purus consequat, quis pellentesque tortor vehicula. Quisque varius aliquet velit, vel tristique felis adipiscing eu. 
Ut quis dolor in diam laoreet vestibulum nec sit amet nulla. Nam sagittis nulla quis tortor tristique blandit. Nam 
accumsan facilisis dignissim. Phasellus vehicula ipsum eget urna volutpat hendrerit. Morbi auctor, lorem sed gravida 
rhoncus, quam neque auctor elit, vehicula dapibus nulla metus luctus enim

RESULTS
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Vivamus vel tellus non risus fringilla consequat quis id dolor. 
In sed massa sit amet tortor venenatis varius at a est. Proin eleifend nec augue ut consequat. Sed porttitor mauris 
vitae purus consequat, quis pellentesque tortor vehicula. Quisque varius aliquet velit, vel tristique felis adipiscing eu. 
Ut quis dolor in diam laoreet vestibulum nec sit amet nulla. Nam sagittis nulla quis tortor tristique blandit. Nam 
accumsan facilisis dignissim. Phasellus vehicula ipsum eget urna volutpat hendrerit. Morbi auctor, lorem sed gravida 
rhoncus, quam neque auctor elit, vehicula dapibus nulla metus luctus enim

SCALE: Prototype

PARTNERS

1. PARTNER ONE

2. PARTNER TWO

3. PARTNER THREE

OPERATORS

1. OPERATOR ONE

2. OPERATOR TWO

3. OPERATOR THREE

CONTACTS

1. jdoe@unicef.org

2. jmonroe@unicef.org

3. bjackson@unicef.org

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY ACTIVE////

OPTION D: Fully-Custom Web Interface (Alternative: Excel)

DESCRIPTION
Design and develop a fully-custom 

web interface

TIME TO IMPLEMENT
2-3 Months

EFFORT TO IMPLEMENT
• Data analysis (end goal?)

• Light web scripting and coding

• Front-end development

• Back-end development 

PROS
• Fully-customized

• Emphasis on project filtering

• View and compare multiple  

 projects

CONS
• Long timeline to implement 

ONGOING TASKS
• Data maintenance

• Code maintenance
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ABOVE: UI Mobile 
Mockup, Advicely
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TIMELINE

PHASE 1 SEEK PHASE 2: SYNTHESIZE

Research + Discovery
Duration: 4-5 weeks

ACTIVITIES
Stakeholder Interviews
User Interviews and Research
Competitive Audit
Site Audit

DELIVERABLES
Written Report(s) of  
Summarized Findings

Definition + Strategy
Duration: 3-4 weeks

ACTIVITIES
Development of Personas
Research Synthesis
Prioritization of Goals & Metrics

DELIVERABLES
Written Report(s) of 
Recommendations

Design Iteration A
Duration: 3-4 weeks

ACTIVITIES
Information Architecture
Concept  Development
Rapid Prototyping
User Testing

DELIVERABLES
Sitemap + Initial Specifications
Wireframes
Initial Design Directions

WOOF!

PHASE 3: SPRINT
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TIMELINE

PHASE 3: SPRINT PHASE 4: SHARE

Design Iteration B
Duration:2-3 weeks

ACTIVITIES
Concept Iteration
Rapid Prototyping
Design Development
User Testing

DELIVERABLES
User Journeys
Wireframes
Refined Designs

Design Iteration C
Duration: 2-3 weeks

ACTIVITIES
Concept Iteration
Rapid Prototyping
Design Development
User Testing

DELIVERABLES
User Journeys
Wireframes
Refined Designs

Wrap Up
Duration: 2-3 weeks

ACTIVITIES
Concept Refinement
Implementation of deliverables
Documentation
Front-end Support

DELIVERABLES
Style Guide
Specifications
Templates

Check-in Meeting with Kickstarter
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT

We believe that the foundation of our outstanding project work is the strong collaboration between Underdog 
and our clients. We see ourselves as partners in client endeavors, building relationships fostered through regular 
communication. 

Throughout our process, we schedule regular check-in meetings to keep progress clearly understood by both 
sides. Our team shares weekly status reports in addition to in-person meetings after each batch of design. 

If there are any questions about the project at any time during the process, our project lead, Rae, is just an email 
away. Rae will be dedicated to this project as your primary contact point. 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN

We’re passionate about the work we do and confident that we have the skills to improve the Kickstarter platform 
and strengthen the community around it. Our risk management plan ensures that work is done on time and 
done well. Regular communication contributes to the project’s success.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Our Master Services Agreement and Statement(s) of Work include our standard Terms and Conditions. Please 
refer to the MSA and SOW for any inquiries about specific components of the project. 
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PRICING

Total project cost is estimated to be $506,050 broken down as follows.

PHASE I: SEEK (4-5 weeks)

Kickoff Meeting $2,400

Stakeholder Interviews $57,750

User Interviews $57,750

Site Audit $5,750

Competitive Audit $5,750

PHASE 1 TOTAL $129,400

PHASE 2: SYNTHESIZE (3-4 weeks)

Research Insights $26,900

Persona Definition $19,650

Strategy Recommendations $32,650

PHASE 2 TOTAL $79,200
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PHASE 3: SPRINT* (8-10 weeks)

Design Iteration I $98,750

Design Iteration II $64,250

Design Iteration III $64,250

PHASE 3 TOTAL $227,250

PRICING

Total project cost is estimated to be $506,050 broken down as follows.

* Each design iteration includes concept exploration, 
rapid prototyping, user testing, and check-ins

PHASE 4: SHARE (2-3 weeks)

Style Guide $19,900

Specifications and Templates $28,900

Front-End Support $21,400

PHASE 4 TOTAL $70,200

PROJECT TOTAL $506,050
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THANK YOU.


